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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental properties of music is the ability
to convey emotions [27]. Consequently, there is a great
interest in representing and classifying music according to
emotions in areas like music information retrieval, music
recommendation and personalisation [11–13, 27]. It has
been proven that listeners enjoy looking for and discovering music using mood-based queries, which represents
33% of music queries according to [13]. This is an important reason that urged psychologist and musicologist to
investigate different paradigms for the representation and
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The Valence, Arousal and Dominance (VAD) model for
emotion representation is widely used in music analysis.
The ANEW dataset is composed of more than 2000 emotion related descriptors annotated in the VAD space. However, due to the low number of dimensions of the VAD
model, the distribution of terms of the ANEW dataset tends
to be compact and cluttered. In this work, we aim at finding
a possibly higher-dimensional transformation of the VAD
space, where the terms of the ANEW dataset are better
organised conceptually and bear more relevance to music
tagging. Our approach involves the use of a kernel expansion of the ANEW dataset to exploit a higher number of
dimensions, and the application of distance learning techniques to find a distance metric that is consistent with the
semantic similarity among terms. In order to train the distance learning algorithms, we collect information on the
semantic similarity from human annotation and editorial
tags. We evaluate the quality of the method by clustering
the terms in the found high-dimensional domain. Our approach exhibits promising results with objective and subjective performance metrics, showing that a higher dimensional space could be useful to model semantic similarity
among terms of the ANEW dataset.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the ANEW dataset in the VA
space
modelling of emotion related descriptors [11–13].
Dimensional approaches to emotion conceptualisation
focus on describing emotional states in a continuous space,
where emotion states are represented as points or distributions in an N-dimensional space. Specific emotion terms
can be localised in such continuous space and it is possible
to define a metric in a way that the distance between points
is proportional to the semantic distance between emotions.
The most influential dimensional models so far [1, 25] are
proposed by Russell [19] and Thayer [24]. Russell devised a circumplex model of affect which consists of a twodimensional, circular structure involving the dimensions of
arousal (A), linked to the degree of activation or excitement, and valence (V), linked to the degree of pleasantness. A third dimension related to dominance (D) was later
proposed to express the degree of control and to possibly
distinguish different and overlapping moods. [8, 21].
The increasing need of a continuous affective model
led to the creation of the ANEW dataset [4] for Psychological research. This dataset is composed of 2,476 English words with positions in the VAD space. Despite it
is a generic dataset, the large amount of terms in ANEW
makes it a powerful resource also for the Music Emotion
Recognition (MER) community, including applications for
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Table 1: Summary of the collected data
automatic music annotation and retrieval [5, 20]. Unfortunately, ANEW terms in the VAD space tend to have a very
uniform and compact distribution concentrated around the
centre of the space as shown in Figure 1 for the VA subspace. Although the use of a substantial set of terms provides a very representative model of a large variety of emotions, to deal with a compact and cluttered distribution can
be problematic in many musical applications. For this reason, typically only a subset of the terms is used, leading
to a loss in the exhaustiveness of the model. A higherdimensional mood space drawn from the ANEW dataset,
where the terms are distributed following some conceptual organisation can benefit several applications. These
include semantic music annotation, recommendation and
mood-based music retrieval [2].
In this study, we investigate the construction of higherdimensional emotional spaces from ANEW by means of
kernel expansion techniques applied to the VAD space. Although the transformation has the effect to produce a more
sparse distribution of terms, it is not clear if the semantic
distance between concepts is well represented by the metric in the new space. To solve this problem, we first aim to
find a distance reflecting conceptual organisation of terms
by applying distance learning techniques [3, 10, 26]. Given
some constraints between terms, these methods search for
a linear transformation of the space that is semantically relevant. That is, the ideal learnt distance closely correlates
with semantic differentiae given by users in a specific task
for a subset of the ANEW terms. We generate the set of
constraints using “a priori” information collected through
a subjective test where participants were asked to specify
the semantic similarity between pairs of terms in the context of music. We then perform Latent Semantic Analysis on emotion related annotations for a large set of music
pieces.
Under the hypothesis that the terms may be improved
by this transformation, we validate the approach by clustering in the new high-dimensional space. We subsequently
evaluate the resulting clusters with objective and subjective metrics. Tests show promising results given these new
learnt distance metrics and provide an insight into how a
better configuration in the high-dimensional space can be
achieved.
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Figure 2: Absolute Pearson Correlation of the selfsimilarity matrices computed or collected from different
sources of data.
2. DATASET CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we describe three datasets created to provide constraints for semi-supervised learning as well as to
validate our approach. A summary of the collected data is
provided in Table 1.
2.1 Terms in the ANEW Dataset
The terms in the ANEW dataset [4] is already annotated for
the Valence, Arousal and Dominance dimensions with a
value between 0 and 10 by Psychology class students. For
each term, we consider the normalised average (between 0
and 1) of the annotations.
2.2 Implicit Distance Annotation
We compute a similarity distance matrix among emotion
related descriptors by performing Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) on the I-Like-Music 1 (ILM) dataset denoted
ILM10K. This is composed of 10,199 tracks from commercial music annotated with crowed sourced editorial and
social tags [2,20] with weights corresponding to the prevalence of each tag.
From the tags in ILM10K, we first discard the tags that
are not included in the ANEW dataset. We then filter the
tags that are rarely used by means of two thresholds on
the number of times the tag is used in ILM10K: 15 times,
leading to a set of T = 240 terms and 5 times leading to
T = 450 terms. We build a track-tag matrix using the remaining tags and compute a k-component approximation
of this matrix via LSA, keeping different numbers of components k to test different degrees of approximations. We
set k = 10, 20, 50, 100 components to produce the set of
matrices DILM 10K ∈ RT ×k .
From DILM 10K , we compute the similarity between
tags as the Euclidean distance between the correspondent
1

http://www.ilikemusic.com/
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the clustering approach
rows, producing the matrix MILM 10K . We also compute the normalised matrix D̂ILM 10K , composed by the
L2 normalised rows of DILM 10K , so that the Euclidean
distance of the former is equal to the cosine distance of the
latter and compute the (cosine) distance matrix M̂ILM 10K .
2.3 Human Distance Annotation
We conducted an online survey and asked annotators to define the perceived mood similarity in the context of music
between pairs of descriptors with a value between 0 (very
similar) and 1 (not similar at all). 504 people participated
in the survey. From the data we kept only the terms that
received at least 2 annotations leading to T = 180 and we
compose the sparse matrix MHD .
2.4 Human Clustering Annotation
We conducted a second online survey and asked annotators to group the set of top 100 descriptors in the dataset.
15 people participated in the survey, leading to the matrix
MHC with T = 100 terms, where each entry (i, j) indicates the number of people that grouped together the i-th
and j-th terms.
2.5 Further Considerations
In Figure 2 we show the absolute Pearson correlations between the similarity matrices from the different sources of
data we have mentioned so far. The human distance annotation exhibits a modest correlation with the Euclidean distance defined in the VA or VAD space. The annotations on
distance between terms is also somewhat correlated with
the distance that can be inferred from editorial tags. In the
rest of this study, we aim to find a space where the defined
distance metric provides a better representation of the perceived similarity in musical emotion.
3. HIGH-DIMENSIONAL SPACE LEARNING
The block diagram of our approach is shown in Figure 3.
The VA or VAD coordinates for the ANEW dataset are
processed using kernel expansion. In order to better represent the perceived similarity, we first rotate and translate
the expanded dataset by means of distance learning algorithms.We then use the collected annotations to build constraints for learning the metric distance.
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Figure 4: Boxplot of the Silhouette indices for the different scenarios
3.1 Kernel Expansion
Given a generic vector x ∈ RN , we define its kernel expansion the vector φx = Φ(x) ∈ RP , with P ≥ N ,
that is the result of the mapping function Φ. We expand
our original dataset (both VA and VAD coordinates) with
the following mapping functions: normalisation with respect to the L2 norm, to include the cosine distance, i.e.,
Φ(x) = x/|x|2 ; polynomial expansion with degrees two
and three, to include nonlinear distance, i.e., Φ(x)2 =
[x1 , ..., xN , x21 , ..., x2N , x1 x2 , ..., x1 xN , ..., xN −1 , xN ] for
the polynomial expansion of degree two, where x1 , ..., xN
are the components of x (the third degree polynomial expansion is computed accordingly); approximate feature
map of a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel by Monte
Carlo expansion of its Fourier Transform [17].
3.2 Constrains Building
In order to facilitate the training of distance learning algorithms, we use similarity matrices obtained from human annotations introduced in Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. Our
method relies on the definition of a set of Must-Link (ML)
and Cannot-Link (CL) constraints. Treating the similarity as a tendency of terms to be grouped together, ML
constraints force a pair of terms to be in the same group,
whereas CL constraints force a pair of terms to be in different groups. In the distance learning techniques, the space
is transformed such that the pairs of points of the ML set
are closer together while the pairs of points in the CL set
are far apart.
As far as the ILM10K dataset is concerned, we compute
the ML and CL constraints by computing the mean value
µ and standard deviation σ of the matrices MILM 10K
and empirically defining two thresholds thl = µ − 2σ,
thh = µ + 2σ. We compose the set of ML constraints
by considering those pairs of terms which are close in the
space defined by LSA, hence whose distance is lower than
thl . Similarly, we compose the CL set with those pairs of
terms that are far from each other, i.e., whose distance is
higher than thh . We compose another set of constrains in
the same way from the matrices M̂ILM 10K .
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Figure 6: Precision and Recall results for the comparison of clusters with those obtained from human annotation.
Gray contour lines indicate the F-measure.
We use a similar approach to compose the ML and
CL constraints from the Human Distance annotations. We
compute the mean value µ and standard deviation σ of the
annotations in the matrix MHD and we empirically define
the thresholds thl = µ − σ, thh = µ + σ.
As far as the Human Clustering annotations are concerned, we compute the mean value µ and standard deviation σ of the non-zero entries of the matrix MHC , i.e.,
of the number of people who annotated two terms as belonging to the same clusters, and define the soft threshold
th = {µ − σ}. We compose ML with the pair of terms that
have been grouped together by more than th people and
we compose CL with the zero entries of MHC .
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(1)

that is the Euclidean distance between the projected vectors over the subspace defined by L, with L| L = A.
Distance metric learning is the sub-field of machine
learning that aims at finding the best subspace L, from a set
0.1as5 described in Secof constraints. Using the constraints
tion 3.2, we compute a set of subspaces for each combination of input, kernel expansions and constraints. It is worth
remembering that with the Mahalanobis distance, only
translation and rotation operations are performed. However, the application of kernels on the sample data allows
nonlinear transformation of the original space of data.
We employ the following distance metric learning algorithms [6]:
• Iterative Projection [26] (IP), computes the Mahalanobis matrix by means of an iterative minimisation
of the distance of the ML data with the constraint to
keep CL data far apart
• Relative Components Analysis [3] (RCA), learns a
Mahalanobis matrix that assigns large weights to
more relevant components and low weights to irrelevant ones, by using chunklets, i.e., subset of data that
belong to the same group (i.e., have been defined in
the ML set)
• Neighbourhood Components Analysis [10] (NCA)
is a component analysis that computes an optimal
Mahalanobis matrix for the K-nearest neighbour
clustering algorithm.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND EVALUATION
As previously discussed, our aim is to find a transformation of the ANEW space with improved conceptual organisation of terms that is relevant in a musical context. We
expect terms that are semantically similar in this context
to be close and dissimilar terms to be far apart. For this
reason, we validate our approach by clustering in the transformed space.
Specifically, we perform three evaluations: i) we evaluate the resulting clusters by mean of the Silhouette quality index as objective metric; ii) we compare the resulting clusters with those obtained by clustering the tags of
the ILM10K dataset; iii) we compare the resulting clusters
with those obtained from manual annotation.
In the ILM10K dataset we consider the results obtained
with both T = 240 and 450 tags. This is because the former is less noisy, while the latter provides more information and constrains. We will then specify in the single cases
which dataset achieved the mentioned results.

3.3 Distance Learning

4.1 Unsupervised and Semi-Supervised Clustering

Given x, y ∈ R two generic vectors, we can weight the
contribution of each components and the inter-correlation
among them by defining a Mahalanobis (symmetric,

In order to provide a robust evaluation, we apply several
clustering techniques. We experimentally choose to retrieve the 6 best representative clusters, given the large

N
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Scenario
Unsupervised
Semi-Supervised
IP Distance Learning
RCA Distance Learning
NCA Distance Learning

Features
Norm. VA
Norm. VA
VAD
VAD, poly 3 degree
VA, poly 2 degree

Algorithm
K-Means
SC
kmeans
AHC
kmeans

Constraints
MHC , th = µ − σ
MHD
MHC , th = µ − σ
M̂ILM 10K , T = 240, k = 10

Silhouette
0.5287
0.5240
0.5432
0.6864
0.5456

Table 2: Best results for the Silhouette metric
Scenario
Unsup.
Semi-Sup.
IP Dist.
RCA Dist.
NCA Dist.

Features
VA, poly 3 degree
VAD poly 2 degree
VA
VAD
VA, poly 2 degree

Algorithm
SC
AHC
SC
kmeans
AHC

Constraints
MHD
MHD
MHD
MHD

ILM10K
AHC M̂ILM 10K , k
AHC M̂ILM 10K , k
AHC M̂ILM 10K , k
AHC M̂ILM 10K , k
AHC M̂ILM 10K , k

= 100
= 100
= 100
= 100
= 100

Compl.
0.0877
0.0955
0.0929
0.0869
0.0959

Hom.
0.1334
0.1347
0.1371
0.1290
0.1421

V-score
0.1058
0.1118
0.1107
0.1038
0.1145

Table 3: Best results of the Homogeneity, Separation and V-measure metrics for the comparison with the clusters generated
by ILM10K dataset (240 terms)
number of configurations we need to test. We employ the
following algorithms resulted to be effective in the context
of music tag analysis and aggregation (from [16]):
• K-Means [14] is the common unsupervised clustering algorithm;
• Semi-Supervised Non-negative Matrix Factorisation
[7] (SS-NMF) applies NMF techniques to the selfdistance matrix of the samples;
• Spectral Clustering [22] (SC) employs a lowdimension reduction of the similarity matrix between samples before applying the K-means algorithm;
• Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering [23] (AHC)
performs a bottom-up clustering: initially every
sample is a cluster, then the closest clusters merge
together until the final number of clusters is reached.
In this study we use the SS-NMF, SC and AHC algorithms
in both unsupervised and semi-supervised fashion. In
semi-supervised algorithms, the clustering can be guided
by constraints. Here we use the ML and CL constraints
computed in Section 3.2.
In order to validate the actual contribution of the distance learning techniques, we compare the results of our
approach with the results obtained with both unsupervised
and semi-supervised clustering of the ANEW dataset.
Hence, we have three scenarios: i) unsupervised clustering of the transformed (but not learned) space (Unsup.) ;
ii) the semi-supervised clustering of the transformed (but
not learned) space (SemiSup.); iii) our approach, that is the
unsupervised clustering of the learned space (Dist. Learn).
Please note that the first scenario also includes the clustering of non-transformed space using the Euclidean distance.
4.2 Objective metrics
We evaluate the objective quality of clustering by using the
Silhouette index that is defined as [16]:
1 X b−a
silhouette =
∈ [−1, 1],
(2)
|D|
max(a, b)
s∈D

where a and b are the mean distance between the s-th sample and all other points in the same cluster and in the next
nearest cluster, respectively and D is the dataset of samples. High (positive) values of Silhouette indicate dense
well-separated clusters, values around 0 indicate overlapping clusters and low (or negative) values indicate incorrect clusters. In Figure 4 we show the boxplots of Silhouette metric for the different scenarios, while in Table 2 we
show the configurations that generate the best results for
each scenario.
It is clear that the application of Distance Learning
techniques outperforms unsupervised and semi-supervised
techniques, even with different configurations of kernels,
algorithms and constraints. In particular, the best performance is obtained with the AHC over the third degree
polynomial expansion of the VAD dataset, with a translation learned using the RCA technique with Human Clustering.
We can also notice that the semi-supervised scenario
performs on average worse than the unsupervised scenario.
This is because the Silhouette index evaluates the resulting
clusters with respect of the position of the input data, that
is not moved from the original position. The estimated
clusters are therefore more noisy, which confirms the advantage of distance learning techniques to transform the
space.
4.3 Subjective metrics - Comparison with Clustering
of ILM10K
We compare the clusters obtained with the different approaches with the clusters obtained from ILM10K data.
We consider the homogeneity and completeness metrics
[18]. The former evaluates whether each estimated cluster contains only members of a group in the ground truth,
while the latter estimates whether the samples of a given
group belongs to the same estimated cluster. We also consider the V-measure, i.e., the harmonic mean of homogeneity and completeness. To avoid overfitting issues, we evaluate only the configurations that are not trained with the
constraints generated from the ILM10K dataset.
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Scenario
Unsup.
Semi-Sup.
IP Dist.
RCA Dist.
NCA Dist.

Features
VAD, RBF
VAD, RBF
VAD, RBF
VA, poly 3 degree
VAD, RBF

Algorithm
kmeans
AHC
AHC
AHC
kmeans

Constraints
MHD
M̂ILM 10K , T = 240, k = 100
M̂ILM 10K , T = 240, k = 50
M̂ILM 10K , T = 240, k = 10

P
0.8012
0.7646
0.6979
0.6622
0.7971
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R
0.3512
0.3986
0.3915
0.7241
0.4124

F
0.4883
0.5240
05016
0.6918
0.5289

Table 4: Best results for the Precision, Recall and F-measure metric for the comparison with the human annotated clusters
We show the distribution of results for the different scenarios in Figure 5. We notice the results are fairly low,
showing that the organisation given by the expanded and
possibly learnt ANEW dataset is very different from that
obtained from editorial tags on a real music annotation application. This confirms the necessity to find a space for the
ANEW dataset which is more useful for MIR applications.
However, it is clear that our approach can only slightly improve the task. In Table 3 we list the configurations that
lead to the best performance. These are all obtained with
the 240-term subset of the ILM10K dataset. The AHC over
the normalised ILM10K dataset with 100 components is
the one that best matches all scenarios, from which we can
infer that the clustering of the ANEW dataset resembles a
clustering based on cosine distance with a large number of
components. The best results is reached using NCA technique with a AHC over the polynomial- expanded dataset,
by means of annotated distance again.
4.4 Subjective metrics - Comparison with Human
Annotations
We finally compare the obtained clusters with those collected from human annotations. Since the correctly
grouped terms, i.e., the amount of True Positive (T P ) examples are more specific and relevant than the correctly
non-grouped ones (True Negative, T N ), we consider the
Precision (P ) and Recall (R) metrics that focus on the
number of T P examples. The Precision indicates the ratios of True Positive over the total estimated assignments,
i.e., P = |T P |/(|T P | + |F P |), while the Recall defines
the number of T P over the total assignments in the ground
truth, i.e., R = |T P |/(|T P | + |F N |). We also consider
the F-measure (F ) as the harmonic mean of the two metrics [15]. To avoid overfitting, we evaluate only configurations that are not trained with the constraints generated
from the human annotations on clustering.
In Figure 6 we show the distribution of results for the
different scenarios and configurations. In general, Precision is higher than Recall, showing that the estimated clustering is not capable of retrieving all the corrected groups.
The F-measures are mostly distributed between 0.3 and
0.5, which is an average result. We can clearly see that
some configuration from RCA Distance Learning are able
to improve the average Recall and improve the F-measure
reaching almost at 0.7. In Table 4 we list the best configurations for each scenarios. The RCA Distance Learning technique clearly outperforms the other approaches and
matches very closely the human annotations, i.e., the human way to organise the emotional-related descriptors. We

can notice that once again, the best results are obtained
by using the AHC over some polynomial expansion of the
dataset. However, the constraints based on distance annotations are less helpful for emulating the human organisation of terms than the ones based on editorial and social
tags (ILM10K).
5. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a novel approach consisting of kernel expansion, constraint building from music task specific human annotation and finally distance learning to transform
the ANEW dataset and obtain a distribution of terms with
better conceptual organisation compared to the conventional VA or VAD space. This facilitates applications
that require computer representation of music emotions,
including music emotion recognition and music tagging,
music recommendation or interactive musical applications
such as [9] and [2].
Average and maximum results presented in Section 4
prove that distance learning techniques are effective in
the improvement of the organisation of concepts of the
ANEW dataset. In particular, hierarchical clustering of
the RCA-learned space based on the polynomial expansion of VA/VAD space outperforms the other configurations. The paper also introduces a new task along with a
set of techniques that proved successful as a first attempt.
This provides useful insight into improving the organisation of mood terms to better reflect application specific
semantic spaces. Future work involves the collection of
additional “a priori” information for improving the robustness of evaluation, as well as further assessment of the constructed high-dimensional space within other MIR applications.
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